Scientists are currently evaluating the cloud as a new platform. Many important scientific applications, however, perform poorly in the cloud. These applications proceed in highly parallel discrete time-steps or "ticks," using logical synchronization barriers at tick boundaries. We observe that network jitter in the cloud can severely increase the time required for communication in these applications, significantly increasing overall running time.
INTRODUCTION
Many important scientific applications are organized into logical time steps called ticks. Examples of such time-stepped applications include behavioral simulations, graph processing, belief propagation, random walks, and neighborhood propagation [3, 8, 12, 14, 32] . They also include classic iterative methods for solving linear * Work performed while author was at Cornell University.
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The bulk synchronous model has allowed scientists to easily design and execute their parallel applications in modern HPC centers and large private clusters. However, the use of frequent barriers makes these codes very sensitive to fluctuations in performance. As a consequence, most modern HPC centers allocate whole portions of a cluster exclusively for execution of an application. This model works well for heavy science users, but is not ideal for midrange applications that only need to use a few hundred compute nodes [39] . In particular, these mid-range users have to wait on execution queues for long periods, sometimes hours or even days, to get to run their jobs. This significantly lengthens the time-tosolution for a number of scientific research groups worldwide.
This paper examines what happens when we take these scientific applications off those private, well-behaved, expensive computing platforms and run them in the cloud. As the next generation computing platform, the cloud holds both promise and challenges for large-scale scientific applications [19, 39] . On the one hand, the cloud offers scientists instant availability of large computational power at an affordable price. This is achieved via low-overhead virtualization of hardware resources [47, 48, 49] . On the other hand, the common practice of using commodity interconnects and shared resources in the cloud alters fundamental assumptions that scientific applications were based on in the past.
One critical assumption which does not hold in the cloud is that there is a stable, low-latency interconnect among compute nodes. Recent experimental studies have demonstrated that the cloud suffers from high latency jitter [42, 45] . We have confirmed this observation by measuring the TCP round-trip times for 16 KB messages in several environments, as shown in Figure 1 . These environments include the Cornell Weblab, which is a modest dedicated cluster of machines interconnected by Gigabit Ethernet, and Amazon EC2 cloud instances in the 32-bit "Small", 64-bit "Large" and 64-bit "Cluster Compute" categories. Note that the scales of the y-axes differ significantly. Communication in the Weblab is well-behaved, with latencies tightly distributed around the mean. The 32-bit EC2 instances have poor performance, with high average latency and high variance. The 64-bit EC2 instance categories show acceptable average latency, but suffer frequent latency "spikes" more than an order of magnitude above the mean. Even the cluster compute instances, advertised for HPC applications, show the same effect.
Time-stepped applications that are programmed in the bulk synchronous model suffer dramatically from this latency jitter. Suppose a message from process P i to process P j is delayed by a latency spike during global synchronization. P j then blocks and cannot start its tick until it gets unblocked by the arriving message. If computational load is balanced, P j will be late sending its own messages for the next tick. This in turn will create a latency wave across the cluster, which is hard to compensate for in parallel applications.
The HPC community has invested significant work in optimizing communication for time-stepped applications [1, 6, 29] . However, these optimization techniques were developed using a model of fixed, unavoidable latency for sending a message across a dedicated network, and not for the unstable, unpredictable latency that characterizes the cloud. Furthermore, many of these previous techniques can only be applied to applications whose computational logic can be formulated as a sparse linear algebra problem. [18] This specialization significantly impairs the productivity of scientists who want to develop new applications without regard for which optimizations to use for communication. A general programming model for time-stepped applications that can abstract the messy latency characteristics of the cloud is currently missing. Contributions of this Paper. In this paper we describe a general, jitter-tolerant parallel framework for time-stepped scientific applications. By taking a data-centric approach, we shield developers from having to implement communication logic for their applications. Our data-driven runtime automatically provides multiple generic optimizations that compensate for network jitter. In summary, this work makes the following contributions:
1. We observe that logical barriers in time-stepped applications usually encode data dependencies between subsets of the application state. Our programming model allows developers to abstract application state as tables, and express the data dependencies as functions over queries (Section 4).
2. We present an efficient jitter-tolerant runtime, by which timestepped applications specified in our programming model are executed in parallel. Our implementation uses two primary techniques: scheduling based on data dependencies and replication of data and computation (Section 5). A formal description of our model and correctness proofs of our algorithms appear in Appendix A.
3. In an experimental evaluation, we show that our runtime significantly improves the performance of a wide range of scientific applications in Amazon EC2. We observe gains of up to a factor of three in throughput for several time-stepped applications coded in our programming model (Section 6).
We start our presentation by defining time-stepped applications (Section 2) and summarizing our approach (Section 3).
TIME-STEPPED APPLICATIONS
A time-stepped application is a parallel scientific application organized into logical ticks. Processes in these applications proceed completely in parallel within a tick and exchange messages only at tick boundaries. Today, most of these applications are implemented in the bulk synchronous model, which introduces logical global barriers at the end of a tick [44] . The conceptual simplicity of this model has led to its widespread adoption by a large number of scientific applications [3, 4, 8, 12, 14, 32] .
Time-stepped application developers typically follow proven design patterns to improve parallel efficiency. First, developers usually choose to exploit data parallelism within a tick, since it provides for very fine-grained parallel computations. Second, developers strive to architect their applications for high locality of access so that they can minimize the amount of information exchanged among processes at logical barriers. We illustrate these design patterns in the following example, which we use throughout this paper. Running Example: Behavioral Simulations. Behavioral simulations model complex systems of individual, intelligent agents, such as transportation networks and animal swarms [12, 14] . In these V R simulations, time is discretized into ticks; within a tick, the agents concurrently gather data about the world, reason on this data, and update their states for the next tick [46] . For instance, Couzin et al. used this type of simulation to study information transfer in schools of fish [14] . An illustration of this simulation is shown on the right. Within a tick, each fish agent inspects the current velocities of other visible fish to determine its new velocity for the next tick. In addition, informed individuals balance these social interactions with a preferred direction (e.g., a food source) to determine movement. Two application parameters determine how far a fish can see or move within a tick. The former is termed visibility, denoted V, while the latter is termed reachability, denoted R.
Given visibility and reachability constraints, we can partition the simulated space and assign each spatial partition to a different process (dotted lines in the figure). The processing of a tick is dataparallel: each process executes the tick logic for each fish agent in its partition independently, calculating its new state. When all the fish agents in some partition have been updated, we say this partition has been stepped to the next tick. Notice, however, that processing of a fish requires access to the state of all neighbor fish within distance V as its context. Therefore, processing of a partition requires not only computing the new state for all fish within the partition, but also knowledge of which fish move between partitions. Such dependencies for a partition in space can be found by expanding the partition rectangle by both the visibility and reachability parameters. As these parameters typically represent a small fraction of the simulated space, it is clear that the fish simulation exhibits strong locality.
Many other important applications, such as graph processing platforms [37] and iterative solvers [4] , are time-stepped and therefore designed to exploit data parallelism and locality. We develop two additional examples of such applications in Appendixes B.1 and B.2. They correspond to an iterative method, Jacobi iteration [4] , and a graph processing application, PageRank [8] .
OUR APPROACH
As we have mentioned before, due to their use of logical barriers bulk synchronous implementations of time-stepped applications are extremely vulnerable to latency. There has been significant work in the past to compensate for fixed latency in these applications [1, 6, 29] . However, applying these techniques to a new time-stepped application requires non-trivial redesign of the application's computational logic as well as its underlying communication logic. In addition, making these techniques work in the presence of large latency variance in the cloud remains a challenging task. We tackle both of these challenges simultaneously by providing a general parallel framework for scientists which exploits properties of time-stepped applications to hide all details of handling latency jitter. Our framework abstracts time-stepped applications into an intuitive data-driven programming model so that scientists only need to focus on the computational logic of their applications. The framework then executes the program in an associated jittertolerant runtime for efficient processing. By carefully modeling data dependencies and locality of the application in our programming model, our jitter-tolerant runtime is able to schedule useful computation automatically and efficiently during latency spikes.
More specifically, our programming model abstracts the application state as a set of relational tables. Conceptually, each tick of the computation takes these tables from one version to the next. In order to capture data parallelism and locality, we let the application developers specify a partitioning function over these tables, as well as model the data dependencies necessary for correct computation.
Modeling data dependencies efficiently is not trivial. The naive approach would be to specify dependencies directly on the data, creating a large data dependency graph among individual tuples. Unfortunately, the overhead of tracking dependencies at such a fine granularity would be very large. Our programming model takes a different approach: We compactly represent sets of tuples by encoding them as queries. Data dependencies are then modeled by functions that define relationships between queries. This approach introduces the complexity of ensuring that dependency specifications on queries are equivalent to those on the underlying data. Once we formally prove the correctness of these relationships, however, we obtain a programming model that can naturally express locality and dependencies at very low overhead. All the complexity of managing dependency relationships on queries is hidden inside our runtime implementation.
As an example, consider the fish simulation above. The application state is a table containing each fish as a separate tuple. We model the partition assigned to each process as a query -encoded by a rectangle in the simulation space. As computation proceeds over several ticks, we automatically ensure that data items are correctly updated and respect the partition query. To achieve this, we can apply a function to the partition query that returns another query corresponding to the partition's rectangle enlarged by how far fish can see. This query thus encodes the read dependencies of the partition. Similarly, we can apply another function to the latter query to obtain a rectangle further enlarged by how far fish can move. This third query encodes both the read and write dependencies of the partition. We describe our programming model in detail in Section 4. This programming model is not language-specific and we anticipate implementations in different languages will emerge.
Based on the dependencies abstracted as queries, the jittertolerant runtime controls all aspects of the data communication between processes on behalf of the application. The runtime ensures that the right data is available at the right time to unblock computation and overcome jitter. As we show in Section 5.1, the runtime takes advantage of the structure of dependency relationships 
List<Query> PART(int n)
Partitions the global state so that it can be distributed to n processes. The partitioning is represented by a list of n queries that select subsets of the global state which should be given to each process.
State NEW(Query q)
Initializes the local state according to q. Typical implementations of this function read the local state selected by q from a distributed file system.
State STEP(State toStep, State context)
Steps the application logic for every tuple in the toStep state by one tick and returns new values. The STEP function is only allowed to inspect tuples in the state given as context .
Query R D (Query q)
Calculates the read dependencies of q. It returns a query that captures all tuples needed in context to correctly step q(S t ).
Query R X (Query q)
Calculates the read exclusiveness of q. It returns a query that captures all tuples in q(S t ) that can be correctly stepped by only using q(S t ) as context .
Query W D (Query q)
Calculates the write dependencies of q. It returns a query p such that correctly stepping p(S t ) returns a state that contains all tuples in q(S t+1 ).
Query W X (Query q)
Calculates the write exclusiveness of q. It returns a query p such that correctly stepping q(S t ) returns a state that contains all tuples in p(S t+1 ).
boolean DISJOINT(Query q0, Query q1)
Tests whether the queries q0 and q1 can have a nonempty intersection. It returns false if it is possible for q0 and q1 to ever select a tuple in common.
to synchronize efficiently. First, our runtime restricts communication to only those processes that are dependency neighbors. This technique reduces the communication cost by replacing global synchronization by local synchronization. However, it neither removes nor relaxes synchronization points. To deal with variance in message latency during synchronization, our runtime further optimizes communication using two techniques: dependency scheduling and computational replication. The goal of dependency scheduling (Section 5.2) is to continue computation on subsets of the application state whose dependencies are locally satisfied when a latency spike occurs. In that case, we can advance computations to future steps on subsets of the state instead of getting blocked. Computational replication (Section 5.3) uses redundant data and its respective computation both to communicate less often and to unblock even more computation internal to a process. Hence, this technique can be used to complement dependency scheduling by providing additional flexibility at synchronization points.
PROGRAMMING MODEL
In this section, we describe the programming model offered by our jitter-tolerant runtime. We denote the initial global state of the application by S 0 , and the global state at the end of tick i by S i . S 0 is typically generated dynamically or read from a file system. In the fish simulation, for example, the initial state of the fish school gets loaded from a checkpoint file. At each tick, updates to the state depend only on the state at the end of the previous tick, and not the history of past states. Thus, conceptually the time-stepped application logic encodes an update function GSTEP, s.t.:
Partitioned Data Parallelism. Many time-stepped programs employ partitioned data parallelism, as observed in Section 2. Within a tick, we operate on partitions of the global state in parallel. At the end of the tick, we exchange data among processes to allow computation to advance again for the next tick. One has to make sure that such data parallel executions are equivalent to iterated applications of GSTEP to the global state.
To abstract data parallel execution in our programming model, the programmer firstly informs our framework of a partitioning method by implementing a partitioning function PART (Table 1) . PART takes the number of processes n, optionally reads a global state, and outputs a list of n selection queries. A selection query Q (or query, for short) is a monotonic operation for selecting a subset of tuples from the global state of the application. 1 It takes a global state S and obtains a subset Q(S) ⊆ S. The queries output by PART must form a partition of the global state. That is, at any tick, applying the queries to the global state S results in n disjoint subsets that completely cover S. For example, the fish simulation implements the following PART function:
File globalState = getGlobalStateFromCkpt(); QuadTree qt = QuadTree(globalState,n); List<Query> queries = getLeafRectangles(qt); return queries; } As shown above, the fish simulation builds a quadtree structure containing exactly n leaves over the individual fish, while trying to balance the number of agents per leaf as much as possible [23, 40] . The result is a list of rectangles that partition the space. For this example, these rectangles are the implementation of our selection queries, which are distributed to n distinct processes. Periodic repartitioning may be required for load rebalancing, which can be implemented as reinvocations of function PART. Now suppose we break up the global state S into n disjoint partitions Q i (S), s.t. n i=1 Q i (S) = S. Unless the application is embarrasingly parallel, we cannot guarantee that GSTEP(S t ) = n i=1 GSTEP(Q i (S t )). This is because the correct computation of partition Q i (S) may require GSTEP to inspect data from other partitions as context.
To address this problem, we introduce two more functions: a local initialization function NEW(Q) and a local update function STEP(A, B). The local initialization function NEW(Q) takes a query Q calculated by the partition function PART. It creates the local state of a process P i , denoted S i , by applying Q to the global state. Details on how Q is calculated are presented in Section 5.
The local update function STEP(A, B) takes as input two states: a state A to compute on and a context state B. Note that tuples in both A and B are read-only, while the output state contains updated tuples in A and any other newly generated tuples from the result of the computation. This function agrees with the standard update in that:
In addition, we require STEP to be both partitionable and distributive for correct execution:
Property 1 guarantees that the outputs of computations on partitions still forms a partition of the global state. Property 2 ensures that independent computations on the subsets of the global state can be recombined simply. These two properties are the key to parallelizing the computation. In practice, many of our time-stepped applications perform updates on individual tuples while preserving their key values, which respects the above two properties.
Returning to the fish simulation example, a single tick consists of each fish inspecting other fish that it can see to decide its own velocity for the next tick. This logic is coded in the following STEP function: The function STEP is applied to subsets of the fish relation, which are composed of tuples representing individual fish. It is easy to see that this STEP function is both partitionable and distributive. 
Modeling Data Dependencies
Everything we have specified so far would be required for any data parallelization of a time-stepped application, and is not unique to our programming model. However, we still need to model a key aspect of time-stepped applications: data dependencies.
For applications that exhibit locality, stepping partition Q i (S) of a process P i may not require the entire global state as context. Yet, the context has to be large enough to contain all data which the computation over Q i (S) needs to read. As long as all such data is included in the context state at every tick, STEP will generate the same result as having the entire global state given as context. In this case, we say that Q i (S) is correctly stepped.
Some of the context data required by STEP may not be in the local partition, and thus needs to be gathered and replicated from other processes. Therefore, the local state S i generated by NEW(Q i ) must at a minimum include this replicated data, in addition to the corresponding partition data Q i (S).
In a classic data parallel implementation, the developer would need to hand-code this communication pattern for replication. However, in our programming model, developers are only asked to specify simple and intuitive dependency relationships between queries, which are declared in the functions R D , R X , W D , and W X (Table 1) . Figure 2 (a) illustrates the implementation of the data dependency functions for the fish simulation. Formal definitions of the properties these functions must respect can be found in Appendix A. As mentioned in Section 2, a fish can only see as far as its visibility range V. In this case, R D (Q) returns a query that contains all fish visible to some fish in Q(S), for any global state S. In other words, R D (Q) comprises the read dependencies for computations of fish contained in Q(S), and thus can be used as the context to step Q(S). Similarly, R X (Q) returns a query that contains all the fish that cannot see (and thus do not depend on reads of) fish outside Q(S): In our experience, these functions are easy to specify; indeed, developers typically think in these terms when developing parallel applications.
As fish in our example are partitioned by their spatial locations, movement of a fish over the course of the simulation can change its responsible process. Therefore, computations over the local partition may need to write new data to other partitions within a tick. Such write dependencies can be captured through functions W D and W X . For example, suppose that the maximum distance a fish can move within a tick is given by a reachability parameter R. In this case, W D (Q) can return a query that extends Q by the reachability R. In other words, W D (Q) selects the set of tuples such that correctly stepping this set produces all tuples that satisfy Q in the next tick. Similarly, W X (Q) returns a query that shrinks Q by the reachability R. Correctly stepping Q(S) produces all tuples that satisfy W X (Q) in the next tick:
Query WD(Query q) { Rect qr = (Rect) q; return new Rect(qr.lowLeftX -R, qr.lowLeftY -R, qr.upperRightX + R, qr.upperRightY + R); } Query WX(Query q) { Rect qr = (Rect) q; return new Rect(qr.lowLeftX + R, qr.lowLeftY + R, qr.upperRightX -R, qr.upperRightY -R); } Not all time-stepped applications require the specification of all four functions above. For example, consider a standard PageRank computation. We can represent vertices in the graph as database tuples, and implement PART with a graph partitioning algorithm, such as METIS [28] . Figure 2 (b) illustrates R D and R X in this problem. R D (Q) includes Q plus any vertex with an edge outgoing to a vertex contained in Q; R X (Q) includes only those elements of Q whose incoming edges all come from vertices of Q. However, since the graph structure is static and vertices only need to read from their incoming neighbors, W D and W X are simply identity functions. We include the full specification of PageRank using our programming model in Appendix B.2.
Finally, our framework may need to operate on selection queries in order to automatically set up the communication pattern for the application. So we require programmers to specify one additional function, DISJOINT, to test for query disjointness. In the case of the fish simulation, the operation DISJOINT is easy to implement: It is just rectangle disjointness.
JITTER-TOLERANT RUNTIME
We now describe how our jitter-tolerant runtime automatically implements communication and schedules computation given the primitives of our programming model. We assume that messages are reliably delivered (i.e., packets are never lost), and that messages between any pair of processes are not reordered. However, as we have discussed previously, messages may be delayed by latency spikes. For simplicity, whenever it is clear from the context, in this section we slightly abuse notation and use Q i to denote the subset Q i (S t ) of a global state S at tick t.
Local Synchronization
Traditional bulk synchronous implementations of time-stepped applications introduce global barriers between ticks: At the end of each tick, processors need to block while synchronizing their updated data with each other. The cost of these barriers is determined by the arrival time of the last message in the tick. If we can reduce the number of processes that need to synchronize at a barrier, we can reduce their cost. We observe that the groups of processes that need to synchronize with each other can be determined automatically by leveraging the data dependencies among states encoded in our programming model. If we can assert that a process will never read from or write to another process during the computation, no message exchanges are necessary between them.
The general condition under which two processes P i and P j must synchronize falls naturally from this observation. Suppose that after applying the partitioning function PART, we associate its i-th 
Algorithm 1 Local Synchronization at Process
Number of timesteps T , Number of processors N 1: for t = 1 to T do 2:
end for 8:
end if 13: end for 14: end for and j-th output queries Q i and Q j with P i and P j , respectively. Then, to determine if P i should send messages to P j , we invoke the following test: 2
The idea is that R D (Q j ) is complete upon having all tuples generated by correctly stepping W D • R D (Q j ). So we can safely assert that process P i will never need to communicate with P j unless Q i may ever include tuples in W D • R D (Q j ). If the above test succeeds, we call P i a neighbor of P j .
Algorithm 1 shows how to replace global barriers with local synchronization using user-instantiated R D and W D . The data is partitioned among processes according to PART, and we initialize the local state S i of a process P i to its partition data along with the corresponding read dependency. The STEP function is applied in parallel for each tick (Line 2). At tick boundaries, each process only exchanges messages with other processes that satisfy the con-dition above (Lines 3 to 13). To ensure correct execution, processes synchronize their appropriate read and write dependencies. Correctness and Efficiency. Theorem 1 in Appendix A.2 states the correctness of Algorithm 1 by demonstrating that it is equivalent to iteratively applying GSTEP to the global state. We expect Algorithm 1 to suffer performance degradation in the presence of network jitter. We explore how to address this deficiency in the next sections.
Dependency Scheduling
Note that although the communication pattern we derive above may avoid global barriers, processes with dependencies still need to synchronize at the end of every tick. As a result, network jitter in the cloud may still lead to long waits for incoming messages at these synchronization points. To deal with this problem, we introduce dependency scheduling, which advances partial computations over subsets of the tuples that do not depend on those incoming messages. We can find these subsets by making use of functions W X and R X : if a process is responsible for a partition Q, then the set returned by W X (Q) cannot be affected by data generated from other processes within a tick. R X • W X (Q) further refines this set to tuples that only depend on data inside of W X (Q) for their computation. Therefore, it is safe to advance computation on R X • W X (Q) before receiving messages from any processes.
For concreteness, suppose process P at tick t computes the partition specified by query Q, as illustrated in Figure 3(a) . We can safely advance Q to the next tick t + 1 (Figure 3(b) ). At the end of this computation, we can check if messages have been received. If not, we can apply the above construction recursively, leading to the series:
where parameter d, provided by the application developer, is the maximum depth allowed for scheduling. This idea is illustrated in Figures 3(c) and (d). Note that it is possible that for some
is already an empty set. If this is the case, we can stop further applying R X • W X . When the messages from neighbors finally arrive, we can use them to update the tuples in R D (Q) to the next tick t + 1 (Figure 3(e) ). Now, we can finish the remaining computation in Q for t + 2 (Figure 3(f) ). Intuitively, finishing computation for earlier 
end while ticks has higher priority over advancing computation even further to future ticks. This is because we want to send messages to our neighbors to unblock their computations as early as possible.
In order to advance the remainder Q − R X • W X (Q) to t + 2, however, we may need to inspect data in R X • W X (Q) at t + 1 as context. The maintenance of these multiple versions is illustrated in Figure 3 by the multiple horizontal bars.
Suppose at this point the next messages from our neighbors are again delayed. We can then continue the computation by stepping R X • W X (Q) − (R X • W X ) 2 (Q), advancing the contained tuples to tick t + 3 (Figure 3(g) ).
Algorithm 2 shows the detailed description of the distributed dependency scheduling algorithm for each process P i . As with Algorithm 1, we assume a total number of ticks T for the computation. The maximum scheduling depth is specified by d. The algorithm maintains a book-keeping array DEPTH, which holds the depth of the computation for each tick t, as well as a window of tick numbers [t w ,t c ] (Line 1). t w is the tick still waiting for messages from neighbors, while t c is the tick to advance next.
At each iteration, P i schedules computation whenever possible by calling the STEP function (Lines 3 to 17) . To decide what to schedule next, P i first obtains the subset at the current depth of t c (Line 5). If the next tick t c +1 has not been scheduled yet, the whole subset at t c can be advanced (Lines 6 to 8). Otherwise, P i needs to update the difference between this subset and the one currently at t c + 1 (Lines 9 to 11). In either case, the computation of STEP requires the state as of time t c − 1 as its context.
Whenever the depth of a tick reaches zero, its computation is complete. This implies P i can send the corresponding update messages out to its neighbors and start working on the next tick (Lines 13 to 16). Finally, P i waits for messages from neighbors until some computation can be scheduled (Lines 18 to 23) . When all incoming messages for tick t w have arrived, we update S t w i and set t c such that the whole of Q i (S t w +1 i ) becomes ready for computation. Note that the user-instantiated DISJOINT function is called implicitly in the TRYRECEIVE and SEND operations. Therefore, P i only blocks if nothing can be scheduled (i.e., the computation at t c has already reached the maximum allowable depth). The latter condition could easily be replaced by a check of whether the subset at the depth of t c contains any data. Correctness and Efficiency. Theorem 2 in Appendix A states the correctness of Algorithm 2. With efficient query implementation and proper precomputation of dependency functions (Lines 5 and 9), the overhead of Algorithm 2 itself is negligible, since the body of the outer loop always schedules one STEP invocation, except when the process is blocked by communication.
Computational Replication
With dependency scheduling, we can overlap part of the future computation of a process with communication in the presence of a latency spike. However, since the data that depends on incoming messages cannot be updated, dependency scheduling does not allow the process to finish all the computations of the current tick and send out messages to its neighbors for the current tick. Consequently, latency waves still get propagated to other processes. To tackle this problem, we explore the idea of computational replication, which pays some extra computation to allow processes to complete the current tick in the absence of incoming messages. With computational replication, we redundantly perform the computation of neighbors locally, i.e., we emulate message receipts from them. This of course assumes that the computation of a tick can be made deterministic. Gladly, the STEP function already respects Properties 1 and 2. So in all time-stepped applications we studied, achieving determinism only required us to additionally ensure that the state of pseudorandom number generators were included in the state of the application.
Recall that at tick t, a process P i steps Q i and waits for messages from its neighbors to update R D (Q i ). In order to emulate the receipt of these messages, the process needs to locally store
The outermost layer of read dependency allows us to correctly step W D • R D (Q i ). This computation produces all the writes necessary to obtain the state for the next tick of R D (Q i ). We can apply this idea recursively with more replicated data: By having m layers of replicas (i.e., R D • (W D • R D ) m (Q)), we can proceed to tick t + m without receiving any messages.
Since layers of replicas allow a process to step multiple ticks without receiving any messages, we can use them to reduce the frequency of message rounds from every tick to only every k ticks. Of course, if we have m layers of replicas, processes must exchange messages at least every k = m + 1 ticks. When k is exactly m + 1, computational replication corresponds to a generalization of the "ghost cells" technique from the HPC community (see Section 7). However, we observe that sometimes it may be more profitable to have k ≤ m in the cloud, since this allows for a second use of emulating message receipts: to unblock computation local to our process during a latency spike.
Again, we first illustrate this idea through an example, in which k = 2 and m = 3. Figure 4 (a) shows three layers of replicas, up to
for a process with partition query Q at tick t. As we only send messages every two ticks, we need to emulate message receipts for tick t + 1. This implies stepping W D • R D (Q) so that R D (Q) reaches t + 1. After that, we can step Q to t + 2 ( Figures 4(b) and (c) ). At this point, we send messages to our neighbors. Suppose now the incoming messages from our neighbors are
b) step partition and dependencies for t+1 delayed by a latency spike. We can then use the additional layers of replicas to run useful computation over Q. The first step is to compute over (Figures 4(d) and (e)). Note that here we compute over two layers of replicas at a time because we need to ensure that write dependencies are resolved for the innermost layer. Now we are again ready to compute over W D • R D (Q), advancing R D (Q) to t + 3 ( Figure 4(f) ). Suppose at this moment the messages from our neighbors finally arrive. We can append the data in those messages for tick t + 2 to the corresponding tuples (Figure 4(g) ). As we had R D (Q) at t + 3, we can proceed and step Q to t + 4, sending messages out again to our neighbors (Figure 4(h) ). The above procedure can be repeated if another latency spike again delays incoming messages (Figure 4(i) ).
Algorithm 3 describes the distributed computational replication algorithm for each process P i . The input to this algorithm is the same as for Algorithm 2, except that we have the two parameters k and m instead of parameter d. Given these parameters, process P i will only communicate with its neighbors every k steps, but keep m replica layers. Similarly to Algorithm 2, we keep a WIDTH book-keeping array. This time it indicates the amount of replication at each tick. Tick number t w represents the tick we are waiting on data from our neighbors (Line 1). Finally, as in Algorithm 2, TRYRECEIVE and SEND operate over all appropriate neighbors, and implicitly make use of DISJOINT.
At each tick in the computation, P i first processes the data in Q i and sends messages to its neighbors if the current tick is a multiple of k (Lines 3 to 6). Then P i tries to receive incoming messages. If the messages from its neighbors have arrived, P i can set the width of t w to the full replication width m, as all replicas are updated with the data in the messages. After that, P i advances t w by k, since the next message will only come k steps later. If the messages are not available, P i needs to emulate their receipts by first finding the innermost replica layer that can be advanced (Lines 11 to 15). The difference in width between this replica layer and the subsequent layer must be at least two, as otherwise processing the replica layer will not unblock the subsequent layer. When P i finds such a replica layer, it can process the tuples in this layer and increase its width (Lines 16 to 20). After enough replica layers are processed and the width of tick t drops to zero, P i can then advance Q i to the next tick without blocking on communication.
For ease of exposition, Algorithm 3 presents pure replication without combining it with dependency scheduling; however, these 
Algorithm 3 Computational Replication at Process
18:
19:
end if 23:
end while 24: end for two techniques can work together and we show their combined effect in our experiments (Section 6). Correctness and Efficiency. Theorem 3 in Section A states the correctness of Algorithm 3. Similarly to Algorithm 2, the overhead of Algorithm 3 can be reduced by efficient query implementation and proper precomputation of dependency functions (Lines 17 to 19). In addition, the redundant computations performed by the algorithm are designed to be executed only during the time that the process would be idle waiting on messages. Thus, as we expect the value of m to be a small constant, we anticipate that the remaining overhead of this algorithm be negligible.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present experimental results for three different time-stepped applications using our jitter tolerant runtime. The goals of our experiments are two-fold: (i) We want to validate the effectiveness of the various optimization techniques introduced in Section 5 in a real cloud environment; (ii) We want to evaluate how the optimizations introduced by our runtime can improve the parallel scalability of these applications.
Setup
Implementation. We have built a prototype of our jitter-tolerant runtime in C++. The runtime exposes the programming model described in Section 4 as its API. All the communication is done using MPI. In order to focus on the effects of network communication, all our application code is single-threaded and we ran one runtime process per virtual machine. Application Workloads. We have implemented three realistic time-stepped applications: a fish school behavioral simulation [14] , a linear solver using the Jacobi method [4] , and a message-passing algorithm that computes PageRank [8] . The fish simulation has already been explained throughout the paper. Regarding parallel processing, we use two-dimensional grid partitioning to distribute the fish agents across processes. The implementation of this simulation follows closely the example pseudocode shown in Section 4.
The Jacobi solver is a common building block used to accelerate Krylov subspace methods such as conjugate gradients and to derive smoothers for multigrid methods. It follows a communication pattern among cells of the matrix with high spatial locality: At each step, each cell needs to communicate its values to its spatial neighbors. In our experiments, we implemented a 2D head diffusion solver, in which each process is allocated a fixed-size 1,000 x 1,000 block of the matrix. Pseudocode for our implementation of this method can be found in Appendix B.1.
For the PageRank algorithm, we used the U.S. Patent Citation Network graph with 3,774,768 vertices and 16,518,948 edges in our experiments [31] . In addition, we used the popular METIS graph partitioning toolkit in PART to compute a per-vertex partitioning of the input graph [28] . Pseudocode for PageRank is given in Appendix B.2.
Our techniques target compensating for network jitter, and not delays caused by systematic load imbalance. The reader is referred to Hendrickson and Devine for a description of techniques for the latter problem [23] . Nevertheless, our techniques may still be helpful when latency spikes exceed the delays caused by imbalanced load. To fairly measure the contribution of our techniques to performance, we have tuned the applications above so that load would be as well balanced as possible among the executing processes. We could achieve nearly perfect load balance for both the fish simulation and the Jacobi solver. For PageRank, however, we were limited to the quality of the partitioning generated by METIS. In addition, as the fish simulation and Jacobi solver applications follow a spatial communication pattern, by analyzing data dependencies we can bound the number of neighbors for each process by a constant. However, the same is not true of PageRank: the small-world property of the graph structure of our dataset results in a nearly all-to-all communication pattern. As a consequence, we expect the effectiveness of our optimizations on this application to be reduced.
We tuned state sizes by partitioning the state up until we started to observe diminishing returns on parallel efficiency. All of the applications above operate over a modest-sized state smaller than a few tens of megabytes per process. Even though our algorithms may need to keep multiple versions of the updated parts of the state, these additional copies fit comfortably in main memory.
In all the experiments, our metric is the overall tick throughput, in agent (fish simulation) or cell (Jacobi solver) or edge (PageRank) ticks per second. Hardware Setup. We ran experiments in the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2). In order to conduct large scale experiments within our limited budget, we chose to use large instances (m1.large) in all experiments. Each large instance has two 2.26GHz Xeon cores with 6MB cache and 7.5GB main memory. We also forced all instances to reside in the same availability zone. Given the similar distribution of message latencies between these instances and cluster instances (Figure 1) , we believe our results will be qualitatively similar to runs in these other instances as well. Unless otherwise stated, all our experiments are run with 50 large instances.
We have packaged our experimental setup as a public Amazon Linux AMI; documentation and source code are available at [13].
Methodology
Clearly, our measurements are affected by the network conditions at Amazon EC2. Given that this is a cloud environment, we cannot guarantee identical network conditions across multiple experiments. As a result, absolute measurements are not repeatable. So we must devise a scheme to obtain repeatable relative rankings of the techniques we evaluate.
We exercised care in a number of aspects of the experiment setup. First, as we mentioned previously, we only allocated instances within the same availability zone. In addition, we made sure to use the same set of instances for all of our measurements of all methods. The rationale is that we wish to get a network setup that is as invariant as possible across measurements.
Unfortunately, this is not enough. Even with the same set of instances in the same availability zone, we have observed that the Amazon EC2 network is not only unstable with a high rate of abnormal message delays, but also exhibits high median latency variation over time. In order to conduct meaningful comparisons between different techniques, we must account for this temporal variation in network performance. As a result, the following procedure is carried out to obtain the performance measurements. First, we execute all techniques in rounds of fixed order. A performance measurement consists of at least 20 consecutive executions of these rounds. We report standard deviation with error bars. This methodology seeks to ensure that each round sees roughly comparable distributions of message latencies. We had to tune manually the maximum running time of each round so that it was smaller than the time it took for the network to exhibit large changes in message delay distributions. Nevertheless, we were still able to ensure the execution of each technique in each round to be of at least 500 ticks. Figure 5 illustrates this temporal variation effect. We compare the different techniques from Section 5 on the Jacobi solver application. As explained above, we alternate the execution of these techniques in each round. The x-axis plots 20 executions of such rounds, while the y-axis shows the raw elapsed time for each technique at each round. We can observe that the results of different techniques exhibit the same temporal trends due to variance in network performance; at the same time, the measurements still clearly demonstrate which techniques are superior.
While relative rankings among techniques are made comparable by the above methodology, we stress that the absolute values of results shown in the figures in this section are not directly comparable with each other. This is the case even if they are from the same application and use the same technique with the same parameters, given that we cannot control variations in network load over longer time scales. 
Results
Effect of Individual Optimizations. Figure 6 shows the performance of the fish simulation with dependency scheduling. When the depth of scheduling is allowed to reach only a single tick forward in time, tick throughput already increases by roughly 30% when compared to local synchronization (i.e., Algorithm 1; we are not comparing with the naive bulk synchronous implementation) since the first layer of scheduling enables computation to overlap with communication. Allowing even larger depth of scheduling does not significantly improve throughput. That is because after the messages are received from our neighbors, only a small amount of computation is left to let us send messages for the next tick. However, as we synchronize every tick, the benefit of computing the second layer earlier, rather than over the communication time of the next tick, is minimal. As shown in Figure 7 , we observe similar behavior for PageRank. The results for the Jacobi solver are omitted due to lack of space: They are also similar to the results of fish simulation. Given the above effect, we need to communicate less often than every tick in order to realize the potential benefits of scheduling. This can be achieved by computational replication, which we first evaluate independently. Figures 8 to 10 display the results for the fish simulation. Each figure shows a different setting for the communication avoidance parameter k. Given the value of k, we vary the number of layers of replication m. In Figure 8 , throughput reaches its peak at m = 2, dropping significantly after that point. The reason is that as we communicate every tick, the message sizes are small and communication cost is dominated by latency. Thus, it is beneficial to send more than one layer of replicas together to better compensate for jitter. However, as we increase the degree of replication, the overhead in message sizes overshadows the benefits in tolerance to jitter.
Figures 9 and 10 exhibit similar patterns. However, in Figure 10 , throughput increases from m = 8 to m = 9. In this situation, we increase the size of replication information by only one eighth; however, now we are able to redundantly compute enough to send messages for the next communication round. This unblocks other processes earlier, increasing performance. We have also tested many other parameter settings for both the fish simulation and the Jacobi solver. The best setting we could devise for the former was of k = 2 and m = 3; for the latter, k = 3 and m = 5.
For all of our experiments, we also measured separately the breakdown of execution time into time spent in calls to the STEP function, communication wait time, and time spent in all other parts of the runtime. We observed that the latter time always corresponded to at most 0.02% of execution time. This confirms our expectations with respect to the efficiency of Algorithms 2 and 3 (Sections 5.2 and 5.3).
Finally, for the PageRank application, the small-world structure of the graph we use implies a nearly all-to-all communication pattern. In addition, even a one-hop dependency of a graph partition can lead to a significant fraction of the whole graph. As replication is obviously counterproductive in this situation, we do not show experimental results with replication for this application. Effect of Combined Optimizations. Figures 11 and 12 show the effect of combinations of multiple optimizations. As we have seen before, increasing the scheduling depth does not hurt throughput, so in order to take maximum advantage of scheduling we set its depth to 10. For replication, we use the best setting from the previous experiment.
While replication brings the largest benefit as an individual technique to both applications, replication combined with scheduling shows even better performance. The improvement in throughput using this combined technique is over a factor of 3 for the Jacobi solver and around a factor of 2.5 for the fish simulation. This comes from the fact that scheduling can absorb part of a latency spike without increasing the size of messages exchanged among processes. Therefore, it can help replication achieve higher throughput without introducing any extra communication overhead. Impact on Parallel Scalability. We measure the parallel scaleup performance of our runtime by varying the number of instances from 4 to 100 while keeping the average workload of each instance constant. Figure 13 shows scalability results for the fish simulation; the Jacobi solver shows similar trends. One can see that our best combination of techniques can further improve the near-linear scalability compared with local synchronization.
RELATED WORK
Previous literature has studied programming abstractions for scientific applications as well as techniques to deal with latency in execution environments. But this work has neither taken a general, data-centric view of programming for these applications nor dealt with the specific challenges posed by cloud environments.
There has been significant work on parallel frameworks for writing discrete event simulations. These systems are based on task parallelism, and handle conflicts by either conservative or optimistic protocols. Conservative protocols limit the amount of parallelism, as potentially conflicting events are serialized [10, 20] . Optimistic protocols, on the other hand, use rollbacks to resolve conflicts [24] . Time-stepped applications typically eschew these approaches, because the high frequency of local interactions causes numerous conflicts and rollbacks, limiting scalability.
Since the mid-1990s, the Message Passing Interface (MPI) Standard has dominated distributed-memory high-performance computing due to its portability, performance, and simplicity [21] . Even in its early days MPI was criticized as inelegant and verbose, and in domains where parallel applications evolve rapidly the relatively low level of MPI programming is perceived as a significant drawback [22, 35] . Thus, there have been efforts to move away from MPI. The DARPA High-Productivity Computing Systems (HPCS) initiative [15] has funded several systems intended to provide attractive alternatives to MPI, mostly based on new parallel languages. In some domains, it has been possible to shield application developers from MPI with high-level application frameworks designed by experts. For example, a recent flurry of work has focused on graph processing without MPI [11, 26, 34, 37] . Unfortunately, this work does not generalize to the wide class of bulk synchronous applications. MPI remains the dominant programming paradigm for this class of applications. MPI's low-level programming abstraction creates several difficulties for developers wishing to port bulk synchronous applications to the cloud. In particular, dealing with jitter requires a significant rewrite of the communication layer of most of these applications. Unfortunately, there is not yet consensus on the best techniques to use.
The scientific computing literature includes many established techniques for dealing with uniform communication latency. For example, asynchronous communication primitives facilitate communication hiding, and many bulk synchronous applications use these primitives to overlap computation and communication. These optimizations work best when communication latency is uniform and predictable, and it can be difficult in practice to characterize their effectiveness [41] .
Grid-based MPI systems such as MPICH-G2 give application developers mechanisms to adapt their applications for environments in which communication latencies are nonuniform due to network heterogeneity [27] . Unfortunately, these systems do not address dynamic latency variance within a single point-to-point communication channel, which is common in the cloud.
The most scalable parallel algorithms do not just hide communication overhead; they also avoid communication at the expense of performing some redundant computation. This idea has been used for years in large-scale PDE solvers, where each process is responsible for a part of a mesh surrounded by a layer of "ghost cells" used to receive data from neighboring processes. By using multiple layers of ghost cells, processes can effectively communicate not at every tick, but once every several ticks. These ideas have been extended to the more general setting of sparse linear algebra [18] . While communicating less often certainly helps, this technique alone cannot deal with latency spikes. Even if multiple layers of ghost cells are used, when a message is scheduled to be delivered the receiving process must block waiting for it. Intuitively, in order to tolerate a latency spike, whenever possible, the receiving process should run some useful work that it can perform until the delayed message arrives.
Other techniques from the HPC community target bulk synchronous applications, such as balancing the computation and communication load among processes [38] , forming subgroups of processes for global synchronization [6] , and replacing the global synchronization barriers with local synchronization by dynamically exploiting locality during each time step [1, 29] . In contrast to our approach, all of these methods block at synchronization points if messages are not available. In order to deal with jitter, new techniques need the flexibility to either take incoming messages at synchronization points or proceed with useful work in case these messages are not available. Our scheduling and replication techniques achieve this goal, generalizing and extending the special case of ghost cells described above to enable both reduced communication and jitter-tolerance.
Specific algorithms have been developed to accelerate convergence of iterative methods, effectively reducing the total communication requirements. Examples include methods for graph algorithms, such as fast convergence of PageRank [25, 30] , as well as for computation of large-scale linear systems and eigenvalue problems, such as Krylov subspace methods [4, 18] . While many of these techniques change the communication pattern of applications to accelerate execution, they do not generalize across different applications domains.
Data parallel programming languages provide automatic parallelism over regular data structures such as sets and arrays [5, 7, 43, 16] . However, these approaches only support restricted data structures, making it both unnatural and inefficient to express certain time-stepped applications, such as behavior simulations. In addition, there is little support in these programming models for declaring dependencies among subsets of data.
Emerging programming models for the cloud, such as MapReduce [17] or DryadLINQ [50] , have limited support for iterative applications; a number of recent proposals target exactly this issue [9, 33, 51] . Most of these optimizations add support to resident or cached state to a MapReduce programming model. The basic assumption is that the dominant factor in computation time is streaming large amounts of data at every iteration. In contrast, this paper looks at scientific applications with fast iterations where computation time typically exceeds data access time. In these scenarios, network jitter is a fundamental optimization aspect.
In previous work, we have shown how database techniques can bring both ease of programming and scalability to behavioral simulations [46] , but we did not address how to tolerate network jitter. Related is also Bloom, a declarative, database-style programming environment for the development of distributed applications in the cloud [2] ; our work is not as ambitious as it only targets BSP scientific applications and focusses on network jitter. A confluence of BLOOM and CALM and our techniques is an interesting direction for future work.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown how time-stepped applications can deal with large variance in message delivery times, a key characteristic of today's cloud environments. Our novel data-driven programming model abstracts the state of these applications as tables and expresses data dependencies among sets of tuples as queries. Based on our programming model, our runtime achieves jitter-tolerance transparently to the programmer while improving throughput of several typical applications by up to a factor of three. As future work, we plan to investigate how to apply our framework to legacy code automatically or with little human input. Another interesting direction is quantifying the energy impact of our redundant computation techniques and analyzing the resulting trade-off with time-tosolution. Finally, we will investigate jitter-tolerance techniques for a much wider class of applications, e.g., transactional systems and replicated state machines.
APPENDIX A. FORMAL MODEL OF COMPUTATION
In this section, we provide a formal presentation of the timestepped model introduced in Section 4.
A.1 Data Dependencies
We refer the reader to Section 4 for the definitions of global state and time-stepped application logic.
Section 4 also introduced function STEP. We now formalize the constraints we need to place on the relationship between the two input parameters of STEP. Properties 1 and 2 require that the stepping state be a subset of the context state. In order to express data parallelism and adjust the layers of computation, we want a stronger relationship.
Definition 1 (Read Data Dependency). For a given STEP and query Q, we say Q ≺ R Q if and only if, for any state S, Q(S) ⊆ Q (S) and STEP Q(S), S = STEP Q(S), S for all Q (S) ⊆ S ⊆ S (3)
The intuition of Definition 1 is that using Q (S) as context is sufficient to give us the correct results for Q(S), and adding more tuples does not change this result. The functions R D and R X in Section 4 are declared according to this definition, such that ∀Q, R X (Q) ≺ R Q and Q ≺ R R D (Q).
In the algorithms presented in this paper, we often break our dependency sets up into several layers. The following proposition is useful for combining these layers back together. Another challenge is the representation of write dependencies. In the fish simulation example, the partitions are geometric regions, and a fish may swim from one region to another. Fortunately, timestepped computation ensures that we need only look at the current state, and not the history of migrations. So we only need to identify the write dependencies at each time step, and use that to guide our interprocess communication. This is the motivation for the following definition.
Definition 2 (Write Data Dependency). For a given STEP and query Q, we say Q ≺ W Q if and only if, for any state S, Q(S) ⊆ Q (S) and
Intuitively, if Q ≺ W Q , we are guaranteed that no tuple outside the state specified by Q will create tuples into the local state Q(S t ) during any time step t. Therefore, by computing STEP(Q (S t ), S t ), we can obtain the complete Q(S t+1 ) which already contains all possibly written data. In fact, the functions W D and W X in Section 4 are declared according to this definition, such that ∀Q,
A.2 Correctness of Algorithms
We now illustrate how we use this formal model to establish the correctness of the algorithms presented in this paper.
Theorem 1 (Correctness of Algorithm 1). Let S t i be the value for process P i at line 13. Then i Q i (S t i ) = S t .
Proof. We know from Property 2 and Definition 1 that
As each query Q i is monotonic, by Property 1 we only need to prove
Hence DISJOINT guarantees that we communicate the right information to ensure R D (Q i )(S t ) ⊆ S t i by line 13. Proof Sketch. Because of the nested loop in lines 18 to 23, we need to show that the algorithm halts. In particular, we must guarantee that TRYRECEIVE(t w ) at line 19 eventually succeeds for all t w . This argument proceeds by induction; assuming that TRYRECEIVE(t) has succeeded for all processes for t < t w , then DEPTH[t w ] = 0 for all these processes and we execute line 14.
The rest of the proof is similar to the one for Algorithm 1, noting that R X and W X work as the inverses of R D and W D , respectively. The only major difference is handling the difference operations in line 10. This follows from Proposition 1. Proof Sketch. The proof uses many of the techniques from the correctness of Algorithms 1 and 2. Again, we can show that the algorithm halts by proving that TRYRECEIVE(t w ) at line 8 will eventually be successful if t w mod k = 0 using induction. Assuming that TRYRECEIVE(t) has succeeded for all processes for t < t w such that t mod k = 0, then all m layers of replicated are updated to t w − k. Since m ≥ k − 1, Q is able to proceed to t w without receiving any messages in between. So line 5 is guaranteed to execute.
The rest of the proof is also similar to the one for Algorithm 1. In particular, we again make use of Proposition 1 to combine the replicated layers.
B. APPLICATION PSEUDOCODE B.1 Jacobi Pseudocode
As mentioned previously in Section 6.1, we consider the prototypical problem of solving a steady-state heat diffusion problem using a regular 2D mesh. To solve this problem by Jacobi iteration, each grid point needs to communicate its heat values to its four spatial neighbors at each step.
It is easy to abstract this style of computation in our programming model. Function PART creates a block partitioning of the original matrix:
List<Query> PART(int n) { File globalState = getGlobalStateFromCkpt(); List<BlockBoundary> bbs = blockPartitionMatrix(globalState,n); List<BlockQuery> queries = getBlockQuery(bbs); return queries; } Each block query only needs to represent the ranges of indexes that define the block. Applying proper dependencies of such block query to the NEW function yields a submatrix for the corresponding block, which is stored locally to a process.
The computation of a STEP is straightforward and is therefore omitted. We iterate over the cells of the matrix block given as input and execute the standard heat diffusion. Again, the runtime can only generate correct calls to STEP if it can calculate an appropriate context. So the developer must specify dependency functions. As the structure of the matrix does not change during computation, W D and W X are just identity. Functions R D and R X return queries that obtain the cells in the neighborhood of the query given as input. 
B.2 PageRank Pseudocode
As observed previously in Google's Pregel framework, many graph computations are easily expressible as time-stepped applications [37] . In the following, we show how to express PageRank in our programming model. We first observe that the graph structure itself does not change during the computation of PageRank. So we can compute a partitioning of the graph at the start, e.g., reusing a well-known graph partitioning toolkit such as METIS [28] , and use this partitioning throughout computation. The corresponding PART function is shown as follows:
List<Query> PART(int n) { File globalState = readGlobalStateFromCkpt(); PartitionMap pm = callMETIS(globalState,n); List<PartitionQuery> queries = getPartitionQueries(pm); for (PartitionQuery pq in queries) { // precompute labels pq.labelPartition(globalState); } return queries; } When we call METIS, we also label each vertex in the state with a special attribute, its partition number. A partition query returns all vertices with a given partition number. PART not only invokes METIS, but also performs some precomputation on the vertices for performance. In particular, we label the boundary vertices of a partition with value 0. Every other vertex inside the partition gets label i if it only has incoming edges from vertices labeled j ≥ i − 1, and every vertex outside the partition gets label i if it has outgoing edges to vertices labeled j = i + 1.
This precomputation allows us to determine dependency relationships more efficiently at runtime by encoding queries on labels and on partition numbers.
The STEP function is the familiar PageRank computation, with context containing all neighbors of vertices in the input set: Our runtime needs to ensure only correct applications of function STEP. For this, the developer only needs to provide specifications of the data dependency functions. As in the Jacobi example, the graph structure remains unchanged during computation, and thus functions W D and W X are again identity. Queries obtain vertex sets inside and across partitions according to the partition number and the labels inside partitions. Given that these labels are assigned in the precomputation done by function PART, we can express functions R D and R X as queries on these labels:
Query RD(Query q) { // get incoming neighbors in same partition Query rdQuery = new LabelQuery(q.label() -1); return rdQuery; } Query RX(Query q) { Query rxQuery = new LabelQuery(q.label() + 1); return rxQuery; } Function R D expands the current vertex set by obtaining all vertices with labels smaller by one. As with the Jacobi example, these queries expand or contract the corresponding vertex sets by one hop. Function R X operates only on partition local data, selecting vertices with label greater by one.
